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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is attracting great attention nowadays. The
elastic nature of cloud makes it suitable for almost any type of
organization. The major challenge faced by cloud users and
providers are security concerns towards cloud services. These
security issues acts as a barrier in the growth of cloud
computing. The trust between provider and users is the most
important factor to be considered for a cloud service and
application. The notion of trust among the various cloud users is
also essential to promote the reputation of various cloud
providers and their offered services.
Here we present an analysis of security issues in a cloud
environment. Solution exists to a certain extent for various
issues. There are trust based solutions available to provide
security in various collaborative environments. Analysis of these
solutions can be used to think about a trust based solution in a
cloud computing environment.

General Terms



IaaS deals with providing computing facility, storage or
any other hardware resource. Amazon is one of the cloud
providers offering IaaS, where these services are EC2 and
S3.



PaaS provides platforms in terms of operating system and
other system software that can be used to build custom
applications by the users. User can configure and develop
their application on the specific platform. Microsoft Azure
is an example of PaaS.



SaaS deals with using any application or service via cloud.
Google Apps is one of the examples that provide
collaboration on various applications, like event
management, project management etc. via internet.

1.1 Features and Obstacles
Cloud computing started its base in the mid of 2007 and is
growing rapidly till date. It has various features that make users
want to switch to the cloud computing environment. Some of
these features are discussed below;

Cloud Computing, Security, Trust.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing is a type of computing infrastructure that
consists of a collection of inter-connected computing nodes,
servers, and other hardware as well as software services and
applications that are dynamically provisioned among competing
users. Services are delivered over the Internet or private
networks, or their combination. The cloud services are accessed
over these networks based on their availability, performance,
capability, and Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. The
focus is to deliver reliable, secure, fault-tolerant, sustainable and
scalable services, platforms and infrastructures to the end-users.
These systems have goals of providing virtually unlimited
computing and storage and hiding the complexity of large-scale
distributed computing from users. Thus cloud computing is a
new way of delivering services.
Depending on the type of service provided, there are three types
of cloud services also termed as delivery models; Infrastructure
as a service, (IaaS), Platform as a service (PaaS) and Software as
a service (SaaS).

2.

3.

4.

5.

Elasticity and Scalability: The cloud resources can be
provisioned or de-provisioned as per the increase or
decrease in the user demand. The computing power,
memory and other facility can be scaled up or down as per
the user requirement.
Ease of use: There is no need to own and maintain
hardware, software and other resources by the cloud user.
The cloud services are directly accessed using a web
browser. No extra resources are needed to run and execute
cloud services. A simple desktop with normal internet
connectivity is sufficient.
Device and Location Independent: Since the cloud
services can be accessed through web browser, it can be
accessed from geographically anywhere and from any
device that supports web interface. A cloud service can be
accessed like any web service.
Provision for custom application development using
PaaS:
Software development using PaaS is easier
compared to in-house application development, which
requires hardware and software support as well as
necessary development tools to be owned, installed and
managed.
Where-in cloud computing environment
development tools and software are available in the form of
service which makes development easy and faster.
Reduced cost: For making an entry in to a business, cost
required for infrastructure is reduced by moving to the
cloud. As computing power, storage and other resources are
used from cloud; cost to purchase as well as manage them
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is greatly affected. It is advantageous for the organizations
if the resources are needed by them only for small duration.
So instead of owning them cloud is a better option.
6. Multi-Tenancy: A single data server, computing and other
resources are shared among multiple users by using
virtualization and isolation. This feature termed as Multitenancy, allows efficient utilization of resources.
7. Reliability: Multiple resources are available like
computing power, Storage etc. for providing services to the
users. Also the data may be stored at multiple locations by
provider. This redundancy in terms of data storage and
other resource enables provision for disaster recovery and
achieves reliability and availability of data as well as
services.
Along with such advantages for using cloud computing
applications and service, there are some obstacles that act as a
barrier in its growth. They include:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Lock-in: It is nothing but the problem of portability and
Inter-operability. Lock-in issue could be for data and
vendor.
Data Lock-in: Data stored at one cloud site cannot be easily
taken back, if a user wishes to change a cloud provider. It
may be due to lack of standardized API. This results in a
problem of data lock-in.
Vendor Lock-in: A cloud provider gives services in terms
of APIs. API made for one provider of cloud is not useful
for another providers cloud. If change of provider is
required then APIs also has to be changed. This issue is
termed as vendor lock-in.
Service Availability: For a cloud user, service should be
available at all time. Whenever a user requests for a cloud
service, provider and user has to sign SLA (Service Level
Agreement). This defines the terms and conditions and
specifications for cloud service. It also includes percentage
of time service is available. A cloud user expects a high
available service with no or minimal downtime. A cloud
provider and its corresponding service are selected based
on service availability and business needs.
Bottleneck: Data transfer bottleneck and service disruption
are some of the issues caused due to bandwidth limitation.
Data privacy: For various organizations, concerns about
security, privacy, compliance and control about their data
are an obstacle in moving towards the cloud. Specific
concerns include:
Loss of governance: A cloud provider site is located in one
country and the cloud user may be using the service from
another country. User data which is stored from one
country is owned and is under the control of cloud provider
country. The data is outside organization’s direct control,
its misuse may have a significant impact on privacy,
security and intellectual property claims.
Regulatory compliance: Regulated data may reside in the
cloud, the obligation for regulatory compliance may still
falls with the organization that owns the data.
Lack of transparency: Cloud vendors do not always
disclose the details of how their services work, which thirdparty partners they use, and exactly where data is located.
The information about the user data, security measures etc.
are generally not known to user.

For global businesses with offices and users in different
countries, the issues are even more complex, as legal
requirements vary between countries.
Such obstacles as discussed above acts as a barrier in the growth
of cloud computing. Among them security and privacy of data
and applications are the major rising concerns. This paper is
organized as follows: section 2 deals with detailed survey about
the trust and its evaluation. Trust based solution and its
importance is discussed in 3. The actual parameters and the
overall model discussed in section 4. Finally section 5 concludes
the paper.

2. SECURITY IN CLOUD
ENVIRONMENT
In cloud computing paradigm, a cloud provider creates, deploys
and manages the resources, application and services. Multi
tenancy and virtualization are the key features to make efficient
utilization of the existing resources and application. A single
server, computing facility, data centre and operating system
hosts many users, using virtualization. A large number of users
are getting served by a cloud provider by this concept of
resources sharing. Data protection, communication, resource
management for isolation, virtualization etc. are some of the
security issues arises due to multi-tenancy and virtualization in
the cloud environment. Major types of security threats in the
context of cloud application are briefly described below.
Security Issues

Data
Protection

Network
Security

Virtualizat
ion
Security

Application
Integrity

Identity
Managem
ent

Figure 1: Classification of Security issues

2.1 Data Protection
The cloud computing infrastructure is shared among multiple
users at any point of time. User data is stored and processed in
the shared environment in a cloud that is under provider’s
control. User data may be tampered by other malicious entity in
the cloud. Lack of transparency about the data storage location
in the cloud environment, regulatory issue due to cross border
storage etc. makes the requirement of data privacy and
protection in cloud environment more prominent.

2.2 Application Security
Application software running on or being developed for cloud
computing platforms presents different security challenges. It is
depending on the delivery model of that particular platform.
Flexibility, openness and public availability of cloud
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infrastructure are threats for application security. The existing
vulnerabilities like Presence of trap doors, overflow problems,
poor quality code etc. are treats for various attacks. Multi-tenant
environment of cloud platforms, the lack of direct control over
the environment, and access to data by the cloud platform
vendor; are the key issues for using a cloud application.
Preserving integrity of applications being executed in remote
machines is an open problem.

2.3 Network Security
A cloud computing can be of type public or private depending
on the accessibility of services. Service and applications are
accessed from remote locations in a cloud environment.
Continuous availability of cloud service without any disruption,
denial of service, and other attacks are network security issues.
Also Distributed Denial of Service, Signature wrapping attack
etc. creates data transmission risks in the cloud network. The
virtualization technology has severe impact on network security.
Invisible network created by virtual servers makes it difficult to
monitor network traffic and performance. Standard network
security controls are not sufficient to control VM traffic and
their job monitoring. Lack of robust sniffer, tracking and
firewalling tools for virtualized network makes it difficult to
achieve a secure network.

issues like network security, data protection, virtualization and
isolation of resources.
Addressing these issues requires getting confidence from user
for cloud applications and services. Obtaining user confidence
can be achieved by creating trust for cloud resource and
applications, which is a crucial issue in cloud computing. Trust
management is attracting much attention. Providing secure
access to cloud by trusted cloud computing and by using service
level agreements, made between the cloud provider and user;
requires lots of trust and reputation management. We will be
focusing on the analysis of solution in the cloud computing
environment. Also lots of our survey based in the field of trust
and trust management.

3. RELATED WORK TO ACHIEVE
SOLUTIONS IN CLOUD COMPUTING
We conducted extensive literature survey and found that several
attempts have been made to address many of the issues
mentioned in the earlier section. We have classified the survey
based on the type of solutions provided in various collaborative
environments. Some of the related works may be consolidated as
under for cloud computing:

3.1 General Cloud Security
2.4 Virtualization Security
Virtualization technology introduces new attacks with the
hypervisor and other management components. Multi-tenancy in
cloud infrastructures for sharing physical resources between
VMs (Virtual Machine), can give rise to man in the middle
attack at the time of authorization for any service. VMs are
created and revert back as and when needed in the cloud
environment. Because VMs can quickly be reverted to previous
instances, and easily moved between physical servers, it is
difficult to achieve and maintain consistent security.

2.5 Identity Management
Identities are generated to access a cloud service by the cloud
service provider. Each user uses his identity for accessing a
cloud service. Unauthorized access to cloud resources and
applications is a major issue. A malicious entity can impersonate
a legitimate user and access a cloud service. Many such
malicious entities acquire the cloud resources leading to unavailability of a service for actual user. Also it may happen that
the user crosses his boundary at the time of service usage in the
cloud environment. This could be in terms of access to protected
area in memory or performing any other operation that are not
maintained in Access control List for a specific resource and
application. Thus Identity Management system for providing
authentication and authorization is an issue for both provider as
well as user in a cloud computing environment.
Security concerns are an active area of research and
experimentation. Lots of research is going on to address the

This section provides the research for general security issues in
the cloud computing environment. General cloud computing
security considerations at various levels are identified by author
[4]. Data security at various protocol stacks, host security,
network security and virtualization is discussed with issues and
solutions. Various security challenges are identified and
addressed in the area of cloud computing by David [5]. Security
requirement are considered with risk assessment. Privileged user
access, regulatory compliance, data security and long term
viability are some of the risk raised by Gartner [6]. Cloud
computing security challenges can be handled practically by
performing security assessment [7]. An architecture ontology
approach for secure cloud computing is defined by Kelvin
Jackson [9]. The architecture of cloud includes various security
components like Access Management, Security API, Network
Security and Storage Security. These components embedded in
the cloud architecture to provide secure cloud computing.

3.2 Data Security
A secure cloud also means providing data protection in the
cloud. Some techniques to provide data security are discussed as
follows. Pearson [1] discusses policies and assessment
procedures for privacy enhancement methods and tools. Privacy
in terms of legal compliance and user trust, data leakage for
sensitive data are provided. Ji Hu Klein [10] gave a benchmark
to secure data-in-transit in the cloud. Protecting data during
migration is discussed via benchmark for encryption overhead
and security. More encryption is desirable for strong security but
it requires more computation. So a benchmark gives balance for
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the security and encryption overhead. Large scale search system
for the purpose of Information exchange between internet
communities leads to formation of covert Channels [11]. An
agent based security model to control data from covert channel
is presented. It may solve the problem of data leakage in the
cloud environment. Descher et al [12] discuss the privacy issue
by retaining data control to user to increase confidence. Cloud
computing attacks are discussed and some provisions and means
to overcome from the same are proposed.

3.3 Network protection
Network infrastructure security levels can be enhanced by
DNSSEC- Domain Name System Security implementation,
developing Denial of Service prevention and router security
tactics. [8].

3.4 Protection from attacks at various levels
Jensen et al [2] give the foundations of technical Security issues
which consist of web service security using XML and SOAP
messages, and Transport Layer security using SSL. Various
attacks are considered like XML signature wrapping, browser
based, cloud malware injection, metadata spoofing and flooding.
Arshad et al [3] propose a method to assure quality of service for
compute intensive workloads in term of security attack,
encryption algorithm and authentication. Effective intrusion
prevention and detection at the time of resource acquisition is
provided. An open source resource manager Haizea is used to
perform experimentations and giving an estimation to achieve
security. VM specific attack, backdoor protection, guest
operating system integrity, etc., are considered as security
requirements.

4. RELATED RESEARCH IN TRUST
Trust is an important aspect of decision making for Internet
applications and particularly influences the specification of
security policy. It implies depth and assurance of confidence
based on some evidence. The trust ability of entity can be
defined in a particular regard like security, reliability,
availability or any property. The importance of trust can be used
for achieving security. Security is an important aspect for
trusting an entity in any collaborative environment.
Trust addresses security issues in various collaborative
environments. We have identified techniques and methods of
incorporating trust in various collaborative environments. Trust
evaluation in such environments is discussed in this section.

Trust Based Solution
Based on environments

Pervasive Computing

Data Privacy
Protection

Agent Based

Trusted Computing

Service
Selection

Application
Integrity

Cloud Computing

Identity
Based

Figure 2: Classification of Trust Based Solutions

4.1 Pervasive Computing
Lots of research for trust in pervasive environment is going on.
Various sub sections are identified depending on the way of
obtaining trust in such environments as below;

4.1.1 Data privacy
A trust based approach has also applied to control privacy
exposure in ubiquitous computing [25]. Trust values are used to
provide fine-grained control over the exposure of personal
information. A probabilistic trust management in pervasive
computing environment is proposed [22]. Trust decisions in
terms of trust metrics are used to provide security and privacy of
data. A global trust management scheme for pervasive
computing environment is given [23] to control the data transfer.

4.1.2 Agent based trust evaluation
An automated Agent based trust negotiation scheme for dynamic
trust establishment is proposed in [16]. Agent centric approach
for intelligent environment is proposed in [17]. Multi stage
protocol architecture to maintain and negotiate trust before
performing the actual operation among entities, used to evaluate
the expected behavior of the device. A dynamic trust model
based on agent is presented [21]. Automated trust negotiation
using X.509 certificate is used to achieve security. Agent based
solution for calculating trust metric in complex environment is
achieved by checking user behavior and actions [26].

4.1.3 Trust for service selection
A model called TMSS- Trust Management and Service
Selection was presented by the authors Shangyuan Guan et al
[19]. A trust space in terms of vector form stores the attribute
value of the particular service. These vector values are
calculated and updated to measure trust. Dynamic Trust
Evaluation Algorithm is presented by authors Liang He et al
[20]. It includes systematic and adjusted subjective logic
evaluation as well as evolutionary based approach for composite
and individual service. A novel Cloud based trust model was
presented [15] for entities and their communication by
associating uncertainty.

4.1.4 Identity based solution
Identity management solution using trust is achieved by
measuring authentication and access control. Trust based
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solution by developing a security policy, assigning credentials to
entities, delegating trust to third party, and reasoning about user
access rights [13]. Roles are assigned and can be delegated for
controlling user access based on security policy. Access control
based on level of trust is given by the trust based security
architecture [14]. Trust calculation, updation, reputation
evaluation are carried based on experience and
recommendations. A Generalized Role Based Access Control is
used to propose the architectural framework to calculate trust
and reputation of the users and shared facilities [17]. A trust
based access control mechanism is proposed for accessing a
service in a pervasive computing environment [30]. Access
control in the internet is provided by analyzing user behavior
trust [31]. A trust based solution comprising of trusted
computing also provides access control [28]. Multilevel trust
management scheme is proposed by Zhong Dong et al [24]. The
multilevel discrete trust metric is used to evaluate reputation for
trusted authentication. In virtual computing environments
(VCE), resources such as storage, memory, and processors are
aggregated together and cooperate with each other to provide
services for upper layer applications [27]. In the face of
heterogeneous and complex resources, applications must select
appropriate and trustworthy resources to achieve robust and
reliable performance. A decentralized management of trust for
authentication and authorization is given [18].

4.1.5 Application security
Application running in collaborative environments has threats
for integrity. Integrity requires that application code is not
tampered with, prior to or during execution, by a rogue user or a
malicious software agent. Application oriented trust is proposed
by the authors Riccardo Scandariato et al [27]. The integrity of
the application that is executed by the remote machine will be
maintained by the continuous replacement during run time. The
integrity check is done using tag generated by the respective
machine to prove its authenticity. This cryptographic method of
entrusting required checking the licensing and originality of
software that is executed.

4.2 Trust by Trusted computing
A trust model based on trusted computing proposed by Yin
Zhixi in [28] for peer to peer systems. For communication
between the various peers Identity is more important aspect for
security concerns. The identity verification process is
implemented by trusted platform module (TPM) of computer
hardware where it performs cryptographic authentication that
can be used for attestation of the system. Nuno Santos et al [32]
proposed the idea of secure cloud computing through trusted
computing, named as Trusted Cloud Computing Platform
(TCCP). It ensures confidentiality and integrity of computations
that are outsources to IaaS.

4.3 Trust based solutions for cloud
computing
Incorporation of trust in a cloud environment is an active area of
research. Trust based solution for reliability, data protection,
user behavior and recommendations etc. are given by various
researchers. Hyukho K. et al [33] presents a trust model for
efficient reconfiguration and allocation of computing resources
depending upon the user request. Trust calculations are made to
achieve reliability. A collaborative trust model of firewallthrough based on Cloud Environment is proposed by Zhimin
Yang et al [34]. This model uses the trust model based on trust
domains and divides the trust relationships among members into
within-domain and inter-domain trust relationships according to
the domain members, while adding the risk value table. A
protocol to establish trust and confidentiality while accessing
data is proposed by Mahbub Ahmad et al [35]. User behavior
trust evaluation based on time, abnormal degree of behavior and
access times is discussed by Tian L. et al [36].

5. Analysis
A security issue in cloud environment is an active area of
research and experimentations. We have analyzed the various
issues and classified them on the basis of achieving solution by
multiple means based on the type of solution provided; i.e.
without incorporating trust and with trust. The following section
gives the classification of both the types.

5.1 Security issues in cloud computing
Various issues discussed with respect to cloud security are
analyzed and categorized based on their type. Many solutions
are given in the literature. Solutions mapping to various
identified problems are summarized as below;
Problems

Data
protecti
on

Applicat
ion Sec.

Netw
ork
Sec.

Identity
Manage
ment

Virtua
lizatio
n

Data
leakage/
Privacy
protection

√

-

-

-

-

Network
protection

-

-

√

-

-

Attack
prevention

√

√

√

√

√

General
cloud
Security

√

√

√

√

√

Solutions

Table1: Security issues and mapping in cloud
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5.2 Analysis of trust based solution
Trust based solutions are also identified in a various computing
environment. Some of the security issues in pervasive and
ubiquitous computing are identified in terms of accessing data
and service. The solutions are categorized based on method of
achieving trust for these issues.
Problems
Data protection

Application
/Service

Data Privacy

√

-

Data protection

√

-

Agent based

-

√

Service selection

√

√

Application integrity

-

√

Identity based

√

√

Trust based Solutions

Table2: Trust based solutions
The security goals like Authentication, Authorization,
Confidentiality and Integrity can be achieved by having trust
between entities. An entity is secure means it is trustable.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The cloud security issues are attracting great attention since its
beginning. Many solutions exist and many are evolving. Issues
like information security, data protection, virtualization and
isolation are active research area for academics and Industry.
The analysis of security issues in the area of cloud computing is
done and various categories identified based on the type of
security. Various trust based solution are also categorized based
on the way of providing trust in a collaborative environment.
Trust based solution also exists for cloud but not directly
addressing all security issues discussed. In future we are trying
to look in to the trust based solution for a cloud computing
environment.
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